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About This Game

Help Ballard roll through the danger filled levels towards the house of Ballerina, the love of his life!

AtmaSphere is roll-a-ball game set in a medieval world filled with
dangerous traps and uncertain paths! Roll all you want, but be careful not to fall off!

Collect all the diamonds to impress Ballerina and pick up yellow coins for bragging points!

But be careful, as you progress through the levels they become harder and more challenging, your skills will be tested by
a variety of engaging traps and puzzles

 30 challenging, handcrafted levels!

 Forgiving yet challenging gameplay!
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 Unique visual style paired with soothing sounds of rain in the background gives a beautiful relaxing "atmasphere" :^)

 With every level comes a unique, wonderful soundtrack!

Steam Trading Cards

Join Ballard on the adventure and overcome all nasty troubles and help them become one!
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THIS IS THE BEST GAME I HAVE EVER PLAYED! IT IS THE BEST SHOOTER I HAVE EVER PLAYED!
102198489293\/10 WOULD PLAY AGAIN!. The game is good and beautiful, but the levels become so quick and long that the
tag "Casual" isn't appropriate, to my opinion. But if you like shooters, you can try it.. Looked like a fun game & is not
disappointing at all. Nice looking levels and good solid game mechanics. I did not need to spend time on managing my inventory
or upgrades.
However is missing some essential features like coop & setting graphic resolution.
. Pretentious artsy black and white art style, jazzy music, and silly premise all used to cover awful slow responding controls.
There is a legit 1 second delay to each command including just moving forward, which in inexcusable in a game that is asking
for precise jumps and timing with fast moving spikes.. Not a usual FPS game, lots of emotions and philosophical/psychological
questions and a fairly quick runthrough. Not much action at all and pixelart graphics.
However the atmosphere is well done and I can see myself playing it again in the far future. CANT CONNECT TO MY
FRIEND! ♥♥♥♥ IT!. To read the full review of this game, please visit Mouse N Joypad; 
http://mousenjoypad.com/reviews/pc/pure-holdem-review/

reviewing a poker game is actually kinda hard. If you’re reading this review, most likely, you’re already a huge Texas Hold’Em
fan, and you know that these games aren’t really different in the big details, but rather in the small ones. I can imagine your
primary concern being lag dropping you out of pocket aces. I can happily say, from what I played, I didn’t see many problems
with the core online gameplay. The game runs smoothly, and I never experienced any dropouts.

The biggest fault Pure Hold’Em has, as any poker game does, is it doesn’t feel any different. It’s sadly the same game you’ve
been playing for years. That’s at no fault to VooFoo Studios, that’s simply because you have a very simple game, that has set
rules, and can’t be changed up or ‘innovated’. So, my review really has to come down to the smallest of details.

Something I really disliked was the fact that your opponents are electronic tablets sitting on a table. There’s no human models,
no shadowy figures throwing chips- it’s a mini Facebook profile, with generic stock images as your opponents. Even worst,
there’s no way to change your image, so any online opponents you meet display a generic cutout image. I should be able to make
a profile, and use an image to represent my icy play style. Sadly, this is absent, leaving no shred of character in your seat.

There’s also no in-room chat. I know some don’t want that, and would rather play the numbers game, but I do enjoy talking with
random people while playing poker. The game is void of interactivity with your fellow players. I’m dying for the day when I can
stare someone down through webcam, and you can pick up on someone’s tells. Aren’t we all sitting at the same table; shouldn’t
we be able to at least talk to one another?

The music is quiet enough that it does feel like a secluded casino, and the warm glow of unused slot machines surround the
table. It does provide a nice ambiance, and Pure Hold’Em has set up a great mood with dim overhead lights, calming music and
light sound effects. When the game wants to build tension, the camera pans into a slow motion reveal of the river, as the card
slowly flips over. The overall experience is greatly increased through the game’s execution of tone.

The graphics are nice, and the camera floats around the table smoothly, keeping the flow going continuously as the hands are
played out. The chips are stacked quickly, and there’s nothing that really slows down the action. For a such a beautiful game, it
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plays like one of those fast paced online options, but with a stunning presentation.

Finally, the in-game purchases, or as I’d like to call it, “pay to sit at the big boys table.” Want to actually play with people who
won’t try bluffing every hand, than pull out your wallet again and pay for the privilege. I can understand playing with money on
the line can add some excitement, but we’re not playing online poker- this is a video game. The reward should be getting to the
Masters table, and picking up little perks along the way (maybe some customization of the absent avatars). Alas, it’s not a big
deal- maybe people just like buying people at their table a pair of sunglasses or a fish with real money. Seriously, are we still
doing the whole, “gift” system in these games? Can’t we have something more useful- like voice chat!?

Being a poker fan, I feel confident in recommending this newest entry. It’s fast-paced, visually dynamic, and offers a great
atmosphere in a reserved casino. The game however does feature some bizarre choices, such as playing against small electronic
screens instead of people. The options are also lacking, at least until they allow you to buy different sets of cards. The game also
has a pay-to-play element, that makes this feel less simulation, and more like a real casino. The game also has no voice-chat, or
even chat, making the table feel void of personality. If you’re in need of some hands though, this will fit the bill- even if you feel
lonely playing it.

Thank you for reading my review, and if you'd like to read more, please visit Mouse N Joypad; www.MouseNJoypad.com
. I payl enoguhs of tgsi game to knows taht itsa gona make my peeps veri heappty!
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The Community has abadoned this game a long time ago. Within a day thier is one left that can stand up to your ship..
Runespell: Overture is a near perfect marraige (or lovechild?) of Puzzle Quest and Poker (or Mythical Poker as the game calls
it). It's a turned based RPG played with poker cards, where you must combine five cards in poker rules (pairs, royal flush,
straights, etc) to attack. Performing attacks or getting attack builds rage points which are used for powercards that do damage,
provide more turns, or cause personal buffs or enemy debuffs. It may sound confusing at first, but it's pretty simple after the
game explains it to you, and it makes for a fun and interesting RPG, Single-player only, game+, 10-15hrs of gameplay (I
finished in 12). I got it part of a bundle, but it's worth full price, especially if you like the Puzzle Quest series.. bought it. cant
find any of DLC?
help plz. micro transactions expected from a mobile game. crafting is a bit weird. i'll stick to minecraft a lot more straight
forward.. It's a Interesting game with spaceships fighting with each other.

Graphics - 9/10 It's interesting
Technology - 8/10 It can be created on other engine, like unity. But you guys do a Good Job on java :D
Audio - 10/10 It's a excellent soundbank to the game (That Includes Musics).
Gameplay - 9.5/10 I saw this movements on CC (Celestial Command) on steam, and the combat mode is very funny and epic.

Suggestion:
Play this on exploration mode first.. The best playable concept art I've ever seen.

Also only.. Very lackluster. Dead servers, no tutorial, no real notifications to help you along. Oh, and zero voice acting.
EA is one thing, this is just awful.. Its buy and you buy some more I can't believe that, But what ppl were saying on here gave
them negative reviews for, Its what you have hang onto 10 bucks for get some other features unlock like some other features
you could try unlock but you can only get very little features I kind wonder dev what is point playing can you unlock ingame
features by earning coins?

I kind wonder about that for those who can't see their game I suggest you check your firewall settings and antivirus setting white
list your game because only way you ever get see it I had do twice for my ability see it.

Game itself, It remind me of little of both creativerse, and Islet remake. However if we do comparison I think water is bit
different then water on Islet one vanishes if not from certain depth level it goes vanishes overtime. Creativerse they continue to
flow, kind like this one, I currently playing the creation mode so I trying to build green spotted deer and goat hopefully it be
interesting build.

Update: today, so unlike creativerse you have quit your game to exit creation mode you can switch out and make easier switch
between mode which like easier and time entering is so much faster. I find it breeze to use. Still trying to figure out all modes. I
still miss Islet because mounts are accesible and simple but this going get be harder to live with because its smaller file to go get.
If you get my drift file size is so small you be going huh that it. Other voxel games are bigger yes...creativerse is like 5 to 6 gb
almost this is smallest scale of two. and its cheapest I think.

Building is also easier because I can build maybe three story house not have worry about it being reaching limitations set by dev.
Which I haven't tried it yet. so I get there when I get there. I kind want to know if the allow ladder without need of blocks
though. however trees are frail unlike islet, trees on islet were thick and expansive like others do we need to add fertilzers to
make them bigger to make our fabled tree houses.

Other issue for me is adventure mode means you get attacked by night mobs like on creativerse unlike creativerse you couldn't
modify the mobs or blocks unlike the two games I describe here you can modify the mobs and blocks and tools to your liking.
SO its like your mini world anything is asset to your liking I find that really cool. It just means you have unlock lot of recipes
and and make possible in adventure mode...

I still haven't played survival mode yet but I will get there.

Tutorial is there any point of playing it?. It is really cute and the puzzles are worthwhile!
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